OUR
MISSION
To restore life and shine to hair with the rigour of
scientific research, selection of natural ingredients and
unfailing respect for the world in which we live and the
health of customers and operators. FREE FROM
ALLERGENS, SULPHATES, PARABENS AND SLES , Jean

Paul Mynè treatments are winners because of the level
of excellence and the strength of their performance in
complete delicacy.
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THE
JEAN PAUL MYNÈ
RANGE

QUICK SMOOTHING
KERATIN PLUS QUICK SMOOTHING is the first controlling treatment for obtaining a SMOOTH EFFECT,
BUT WITH VOLUME. Quick and easy to apply thanks to its formula and delicately creamy consistency.
Eliminates frizz, enhances manageability at home of particularly rebellious, curly and frizzy hair, giving a
natural smooth effect. Through the presence of plant stem cells, SMOOTHING QUICK gives a superior
cosmetic effect, restoring a healthy and bright - as well as smooth - look to hair. It is particularly suitable for
damaged, coloured or bleached hair. Suitable for all types of curly or frizzy hair: for customers who want a
natural smooth effect and a result that lasts about two months.

PERSONAL CARE
The PERSONAL CARE LINE embodies all the precious ingredients for having stylist hair at home. Free of
allergens, parabens, SLS and SLES, the Personal Care line is the secret for obtaining MAXIMUM DELICACY
AND SHINE. Maintenance line for all Jean Paul Mynè treatments which is guaranteed to last. Suitable for all
hair types.

NAVITAS SENSITIVE
NAVITAS - which means "energy" in Latin - is born from the energy of nature and the rigour of Jean Paul Mynè's
research. It is a naturally derived PHYTO-ACTIVE SYSTEM FORMULATED WITH A BLEND OF BOTANICAL
EXTRACTS for the express purpose of meeting the needs of all customers with sensitive scalp skin without
sacrificing hair beauty. In particular, NAVITAS Sensitive Scalp Care and NAVITAS Sensitive Shampoo contain a mix
of plant ingredients including nettle, black cohosh and milk thistle that have a direct soothing action on sensitised
skin and preventive action against any further skin redness. The presence of natural surfactants and
preservatives that respect the environment makes the line eco-friendly and 90% biodegradable. NAVITAS
Sensitive Conditioner and NAVITAS Sensitive Mask fittingly complete the line with a hair nourishing, moisturising
and restructuring action that is attentive to the scalp skin. Available in both salon and @home formats.

KERATIN PLUS/ GOLD

EVOLUTION PRO FRIZZ TAMER

VETIVER OIL

NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH

KERATIN PLUS and KERATIN PLUS GOLD are straightening systems made with a complex of almost 100%
botanical and organic extracts mixed in a perfect balance to guarantee effectiveness and give an excellent
result in the elimination of curls, frizziness and volume. The restructuring and nutrient action of KERATIN
PLUS and KERATIN PLUS GOLD restore strength to hair fibres with an immediate increase in shine and
softness, giving hair a visibly healthy look. Suitable FOR ALL TYPES OF CURLY, FRIZZY AND
VOLUMINOUS HAIR. Guaranteed to last about 3 months.

ANTI-FRIZZ TREATMENT which lasts 40-50 days; suitable for all customers who do not want to change
the flow of the hair but want to eliminate the unpleasant frizz effect typical of wavy or curly hair on contact
with moisture. Thanks to a special method of application and its rich and natural composition, it restores
strength, softness and DEFINITION TO CURLY OR WAVY HAIR for a clean and bright flow. EVOLUTION
PRO is suitable for all types of curly and frizzy hair to maintain flow or lightly soften it.

Rich and with a high concentration of VITAMIN E, VETIVER OIL is a special oil, the only of its kind that
uses the special properties of Vetiver oils and Andes wild rose for revitalising hair and giving it exceptional
softness, hydration and shine. Indicated as a pre-setting, applied on damp hair or the end of styling to
enhance definition and eliminate anti-static effect. Ideal as a secret ingredient to add to colouring for
increasing brilliance. Suitable for all hair types, Vetiver Oil is free of allergens and preservatives and has an
irresistible fragrance.

Line of organic pigments which is the result of a skilled synergy of ECO CERT NATURAL SUBSTANCES or
substances naturally derived by the research of JEAN PAUL MYNÈ laboratories to give the best to hair health
and infinite colour effects. A spicier, sweeter, gentler or harsher taste expressing personality to the best in
harmony with the health of the hair for restructuring, brightening, nourishing, toning, intensifying, mitigating
and revitalising a colour in absolute simplicity with 12 shades of SHAMPOO and MASK that are intermixable
each other. The pleasure of creating a PERSONALISED AND UNIQUE COLOUR EFFECT with a simple
gesture and the delicacy of nature.

PLATINUM

MUST HAVE

THERMO REPAIR

OXILOCK PLASMA

KERATIN PLUS PLATINUM is the exclusive smoothing treatment which is the result of painstaking
research; it is based on active elements in the invaluable Oxilock Plasma technology developed exclusively in
the JEAN PAUL MYNÈ laboratories. In fact, thanks to this blend of active agents and the action of
thermoactive plating, PLATINUM makes it possible to block hair in smooth form, while respecting health and
reconstructing even the most damaged fibres. It contains valuable plant extracts, including extracts of
hibiscus, which, besides the smooth effect, also have a powerful conditioning and softener effect. It is
particularly SUITABLE FOR DYED CURLY AND FRIZZY HAIR, WHITE HAIR OR EXTREMELY DAMAGED
BLEACHED HAIR. Guaranteed to last about 3 months.

The essential line which you cannot do without in the salon. Ideal as treatment supporting products,
ENHANCING SHAMPOO and REVITAL MASK are products indicated for treating the client's hair on a first
visit to the salon after smoothing or controlling treatment - but they also become fundamental for
developing other services such as TOP UP POST COLOUR or PERFECT ENDS reconstruction and others. On
the other hand, SERUM is an irreplaceable dual-action product; it detangles and thermoprotects both in the
application phase of JEAN PAUL MYNÈ treatments and in classic styling with plate or iron.

Line dedicated to the cure and recovery of the strength and HEALTH OF HAIR THAT IS DAMAGED, brittle
and subject to frequent thermal and chemical stress. Through the presence of CERAMIDE III and extract of
“MEADOWS FOAM”, this line strengthens, protects and gives shine even to extremely damaged hair. Thermo
Repair TOP UP has a replumping action, Thermo Repair PERFECT ENDS is extraordinary for restoring a
healthy appearance to brittle lengths and tips, while Thermo Repair EQUALIZER is ideal for the preparation
of natural hair to which we will apply extensions, strengthening them and giving a more stable and healthy
base for application of the extensions. The line is completed with RICH SHAMPOO, MAGNIFICENT MASK and
SUBLIME MIST LEAVE IN to ensure the health of your hair and also continue the treatment at home.

The revolutionary line for entering the new era of hair treatments. To facilitate the daily work of the
hairstylist, preserve, recover and restore the health of hair.
À OXILOCK Plasma MIRACLE COME TRUE, the innovative molecular reconstruction which acts
simultaneously on chemical treatments, preserving and restoring damaged hair fibres for working in
complete safely, significantly improving hair health and giving results that border on the "miraculous".
ÀOXILOCK Plasma RESET, healthy, safe, simple and natural for freeing the hair of accumulations of toxins
and heavy metals due to previous chemical treatments or lifestyle. Used before any chemical treatment or
on other occasions, it reduces interference and improves the performance of subsequent treatment and the
health of hair and scalp skin.
ÀOXILOCK Plasma @HOME. The dream comes true of maintaining the rediscovered state of well-being and
newly-formed bonds over time thanks to OXILOCK Plasma treatment with Dream Shampoo, Believe
Conditioner, Come True Home Care. Free from allergens, sulphates, parabens and SLES, the Oxilock Plasma
maintenance line contains mainly eco-certified and natural ingredients.

